(1.1) * : Md^Ed+s, S = iHAf).
One of the main results will be the following:
Theorem (*). Let M -Md be a complete Riemann manifold of class C2 such that all 2-dimensional sections have non-negative curvatures. Let (1.1) be a C2 isometric immersion of Md in £d+i, 8 > 0, such that the relative nullity function v is a positive constant. Then S is v-cylindrical.
The relative nullity vim), m E Md and 0 i vim) i d, is defined by Chern and Kuiper [2] (and for 5 = 1 reduces to the nullity of the second fundamental matrix); cf. §3 below.
The immersion (1.1) is said to be v-cylindricaHf Afd, ^, and Ed+i can be expressed as products: Md=Md-"XE", i = ¿xl, and Ed+> = Ed-"+i X E", where Md~" is a complete Riemann manifold, ¿: Md-"^Ed'"+i is an isometric immersion and 1 is the identity map on E". Md~" and its immersion f are allowed to be of class C1.
Theorem (*) is a consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1, below. (*) generalizes a result of O'Neill [5] who supposes that M is flat and makes the superfluous assumption that the "relative curvature of \f/ is 0." For the case of hypersurfaces (5 = 1),(*) is a particular case of a theorem of Sacksteder [6] which does not contain the condition that vim) is constant and which "has a stronger conclusion. For the case of a flat M and b = 1, ■(*) is also contained in a result of Hartman and Nirenberg [4] .
In the latter, the assumptions "M flat" and "5 = 1" imply that d -1 i vim) id. It will be clear from the proof that an analogue of (*) is correct if the assumption that "vim) is a positive constant" is replaced by the assumption that "d -1 i vim) i d," in which case M is necessarily flat. Professor Nirenberg has pointed out to me that this analogue can be deduced directly from our result in [4] .
The problem of removing the assumption in (*) that vim) is a constant will remain open (when 8 > 1).
The proof of (*) depends in part on a generalization of the implicit function theorem, in the large, for gradient mappings in Lemma 2 of Chern and Lashoff [3] (or, equivalently, Lemma 2 of Hartman and Nirenberg [4] ). This generalization involves simultaneous gradient mappings and is given in §2.
An Appendix deals with a further generalization of this implicit function theorem. 2 . Let D be an open set in a Euclidean d-dimensional space of points u = (re1, •■-,u'i). By a v-dimensional plane section ir" of D through a point uED is meant the connected component, containing u, of the intersection of D and a ^-dimensional plane through u.
Let Pp(u) = (Pp(u), ■--,Pdp(u)), where p = 1, -..,0, be a vector function of class C1 on a domain D such that u-*Pp(u) is a gradient mapping, i.e., (2.1) «p = PAÚ) ■ du = Pp(u) ■ du' is closed, so that (2.2) do,p = 0, p = l,...,0. = v for all u E *■"("<)).
As in [4] , this has the following consequence: Let the jxst, j2nd,---,j,th columns of J(u0) be linearly independent. Let U be a dxd permutation (orthogonal) matrix such that the effect of multiplying any dxd matrix A on the right by U to give A U is to move the ;'ist, -,;,th columns of A into the 1st, •,i'th places. Multiplication of A on the left by U* to give U* A moves the jist, • • -,j,th rows of A into the 1st, •••.j'th positions, respectively.
Let Uu be renamed u and U*PpiUu) be called Ppiu). Then u->Pp(re) satisfies (2.1), (2.2) and the first v columns of J(u) are linearly independent at u = u0, hence, for u near u0. Since p(u0) = p*(w0) = p, the last v = d -p columns of Jiu) are linear combinations of the first p columns for u near u0. In particular, the last v = d -p columns of Jpiu) are linear combinations of the first p columns of Jpiu) for p = 1, ■ • -,6. The condition (2.2) implies that the Jacobian matrix Jpiu) is symmetric and so the last v rows of Jpiu) are linear combinations of the first p rows. It follows that the rank of the matrix J" so that the Jacobian detidiVdu) ^ 0 at u = u0. Let ü0 correspond to u0 and let u = uiv) be the local inverse of the map (2.4). The above description of the linear dependence of the rows of Jpiu) and the assumption piu) = p*(w) = p for u near u0 imply that Pp\uiv)), for p = l,--.,<5 and i = 1, ■■■,d, is a function, say P'piv), of (o1, •••,»*). For dPp/dv' = idPp/duj)iduj/dv') License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and if X > p and u (or v) is fixed, there are numbers cxß, ß= 1, • • -,p, such that dPp/dux = CygdPp/du6 for i = 1, • • -,d.
Hence dux/dv" = á* implies that dPp/dv' = (dPip/duß)(duß/dif + CKß).
The choice (p,i) = (p(a),i(a)) for a = l,---,p, makes the left side zero and hence, _öi//du" + cKß -0 for ß = 1, ---,p and k = p + 1, •• -,d. Consequently dP'p/dv" = 0 for p = 1, •--,5; i = 1, ■ • -,d; and k = p+I,---,d.
Since the Pfaffian (2.1) is closed, it follows that the Pfaffian wpo = u'dPibt) = d(ulPp) -o>p is also closed. Introducing v as independent variable leaves Wpo closed and shows that copo is of the form ojpo = (uidPp/dva)dva.
Corresponding to v near v0, there is a scalar function fp(vl, --■, v") of class C1 such that wpo = dfp. Hence (2.5) uidPip(v)/dva = bpAv1, ■■-,V) forp = 1, ...,5anda= 1, ...,p where 6,*, = dfp/dv" is continuous. It will be verified that the 5p equations (2.5) contain a set of p equations such that the matrix of coefficients of re1, • • -, u" is nonsingular and that the remaining equations of (2.5) are consequences of these. If this is granted for a moment, these p equations can be solved for re1, • Since (2.6) is the inverse of (2.4),,it follows that the functions aa", b" are of class Cl.
In order to see that (2.5) can be solved to give (2.6), write dPp/dva as the sum (dPip/duit)(duß/dva). Thus, if (2.5) is multiplied by dva/duy and the result summed for a -l,---,p, it follows that (2.5) is equivalent to (2.7) u^Pl/du" + u'dPp/duy = bpadv"/duy for p = 1, ...,ô and y = 1, -■ -,p, where a is a summation index over 1,
• •-,p and k over 1, ---,v and dPl/du" = dP^/duy.
The normalization of J(u) shows that the áp equations (2.7) are equivalent to the p equations corresponding to (p,y) = (p(ß),i(ß)) for 0=1, ■■-,p. The matrix of coefficients of u\ •••,«' in these p equations is (3Pp^)/ôu°)aii=li...iP, which is nonsingular.
Since P'piu) = P'piv) is a function of iv1, ••-,vp), the relations (2.6) imply the "local" part of Lemma 2.1; namely, that there exists a p-plane w, through u0 such that u near u0 is on ir, if and only if P(u) = Piu0).
The proof of the remainder of Lemma 2.1 is similar to that of Lemma 2 in [4] and will only be indicated. Substitution of (2.6) into the first part of (2.4) and differentiation with respect to i^ gives *4= idP^/du")iv'da-"/dtf+ dbydif) for a,ß = 1, ...,p; hence 1 = detidPpi{$/duy)detiv"day'/dif + dby/dif).
This shows that as uED, moves continuously from u0 on the p-plane (2.6), where V is constant, one cannot reach a first point u where detid P^/du") = 0.
Thus the arguments above give Lemma 2.1.
Remark. If Ppiu) is of class C, t^l, then the change of coordinates u -> v in the above proof is of class C. where the intersection is taken over all normals or, equivalently, ir(re) = (]wiu;Np) where the intersection is taken over a set of b linearly independent normal vectors NX,---,NS. The integer viu) = dimwiu) is called the relative nullity of S at u [ 2] . A vector y ^ 0 in ir(u) will be said to be in a trivial asymptotic direction at u.
Let The case b = 1 is contained in [4] . For arbitrary b > 0, under the additional assumption that M is flat, the last part of Lemma 3.1 is contained in [5] . For a flat M, d -b ^ v(m) ^ d holds [2] ; so that, in this case, If*-" [and/or Af"] has a limit point uxG D, [and/orreii = iA_I("i) GAf(j>)], then the normal space at ux is the same as that at uQ. Hence \¡/ is given locally in the form (3.1). Also viux) = v*iux) = k by Lemma 2.1.
This shows that M" has a (maximal) extension so that its boundary points, if any, are not in Miv). This implies the lemma for the case vim0)
If v*im0) = v* but vim0)>v*, then there exist points mx,m2, ■ • • of M such that mn->m0 as re-> oe and vimn) = v*imn) = v*. After a selection of a subsequence, if necessary, it can be supposed that the v*-plane section ir".(m") of Siv) = ^(M(c)) passing through i/-(/re") tends to a limiting position (in a suitable sense) and has the desired properties.
Remark. If Af = Md and its immersion ^ are of class C*+1, t è 1, then, in the local coordinates u, the immersion ^ given by (3.3) is of class C.
4.
Of particular interest is the question as to whether or not the planes ■Kim) above are parallel in Ed+S. A sufficient condition is given in the next lemma for the case that v*im) is constant (near m0) and Af"*(m) is complete, so that ^(M"*(m)) is an entire v*im)-plane.
In this situation, the problem is reduced to the consideration of a ddimensional surface S : X = Xiv) in an Ed+i space of points X= iX\---,Xd+i), where Xiv) is of'the form B=(B\-..,B\0,...,0,Bd+\...,Bd+s).
After this normalization, it will be shown that A, is a constant vector by virtue of the fact that v" is arbitrary in (4.1).
Note that In order to prove (4.10), it will first be shown that (4.11)-(4.13) has the following implications for r = r«, fixed k = p + 1, • • -,d: On (4.14) . Let r*x = ex for some x^O. Then HpT*x = cH"x, so that HpT*x ■ x = cHpx ■ x. Since HPT* and Hp are symmetric matrices, it follows that c is real if Hpx ■ x ¿¿0 for some p. Note that (4.13) is assumed for real vectors x, y but is then valid for real vectors y and complex vectors x. Thus if Hpx • x = 0 for p = 1, • ■ -,b, it follows from (4.13) that Wx ■ y = 0 for p = 1, • • -,b and for all real y (hence, for all complex y). Consequently, Hpx=0 for p = 1, ••-,5. By (4.12), this implies that x = 0 and gives a contradiction.
Thus Hpx • x ^ 0 for some p and, consequently, c is real. This proves (4.14).
On (4.15) . Let c = 0 be an eigenvalue of r* and suppose that there is a corresponding multiple elementary divisor. Then there is a vector x such that r*x = 2^0, r*2 = 0.
Then HpT*z = 0, so that THpz = 0. Hence H"z ■ T*y = 0 for all y and p = 1, • • -,b. Choosing y = x gives Hpz • z = 0 for p = 1, • • -,b. As above, this implies that Hpz = 0 for p = 1, • • -,b and hence 2 = 0. This contradiction proves (4.15).
On (4.10). Suppose that T = F, is not 0 for some k at some point (v1, •■■,v"). Then by (4.14)-(4.15), r* has a nonzero, real eigenvalue, say, -l/c^0, and an eigenvector (c1, • ••,&) ¿¿0, i.e., C(cit + b J = 0 for 0=1,...,p.
In the second part of (4.6), choose if = 0 if X ^ k (k fixed) and v" = c, so that (It follows that df/dx' is of class C1, but df/dz" may only be continuous.) The proof of this is a considerably simplified version of the arguments of [ 1, pp. 90-91] . In order to prove (a), it is sufficient to verify that (5.11) dWi/dxi = dW^dx1 for i,j =l,...,d.
To this end, substitute (5.9) into (5.7) and differentiate X' with respect to x/ to obtain d 0 = dXi/dxj+Yi (dXi/dw")(dWk/dx).
*=1
Multiply this relation by dXm/dwJ and add for ; = 1, • • -,d, Then the expression on the left is the (i,m)th element of the matrix product TST*. It follows that TST* is a symmetric matrix. Since T is nonsingular, it is seen that S is symmetric, i.e., that (5.11) holds. This proves (a). is a canonical transformation in the sense that w' • dz' -w • dx is closed (i.e., is locally a total differential of a function of class C1). Note, however, that W(x, w) in (5.15) may only be continuous. (This is a variant of the standard deduction of a C1 canonical transformation from an involutory system of class C2.) vXjix.y), and pb*ix0,yo) = lim sup p0(x, y) as (x, y ) -> (x0, y0), it follows that p0(x0,y0) = p*(^o,yo) = p + db. In fact, if the first column of X(x,y) is obtained by differentiating (VF1( VF2, • •-, VFP) with respect to x1, the second with x2, • • • and the last with yf, then the first p and last db columns of X(x,y) are linearly independent.
For the construction of F in (d) shows that any linear homogeneous relation between the first d columns of X(x,y) is a consequence of the same relation between the columns of Jix,y).
Thus, Lemma 2.1 implies that there exist constants aak, ba such that (5.5) holds for x near x0 if and only if x is on the i>-plane ■* in (5.6) . Furthermore, a°", b" are C1 functions of (y0, xó).
(g) Completion of proof. It remains to prove the "in the large" assertion of Lemma 5.1. To this end, note that the analogue of condition (5.3) implies that the set of db variables y = (y], • • •, yf) can be divided into two sets v = iv1, • ■■,vdd~1') and u = (u1, • • ^u") such that, at (x,y) -(x0,y0), det (dX/dx\ ■ ■ .,dX/dx>, dX/dv1, ■ ■ ., 3X/3ir*_') jt 0.
Hence, the equations x' = X(x,y) can be solved locally for x1, ••■,xp and v in terms of x',xp+1, ■ • -,xd, and re: xa = ga(x"+\ ...,xd,u,x') fora=l,-..,p, v° = hAx'+1,---,xd,u,x') for (7= l,---,db-P, where g°, h° are of class C1. The fact that p(x0,y0) = p*(x0,y0) implies that ft" = ft"(re, x') does not depend on xp+1, •••,xd. Also, the local part of (|) implies that g" is linear inxp+1, ■■■,xd: d x"= Z a"'(u,x')x"+ b"(u,x') for« = l,---,p, (5.22) .-H-i if = h°(u, x') for a = 1, ■■-,db -p, where aa\ ba and ft* are of class C1. Since (5.22 ) is the inverse of x' = X(x,y) for fixed xp+1, ■■■,xd and u, 1 = det (dX/dxa, dX/dv') ■ det (d(xa, v')/dx') in obvious notation.
It is clear from (5.22 ) that the second factor is bounded if y = y0 (hence u) and x' = x'0 are fixed and x is bounded. Consequently, the completion of the proof of Lemma 5.1 is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 (or of Lemma 2 in [4] ).
